Thales, specialized in supporting your mission-critical communications. Anytime, anywhere.

- **Experience with your specific requirements**
  
  For over 40 years, Thales designs, integrates, builds and operates defense communication infrastructures to ensure the critical missions of armed forces all over the world.

- **Battlefield-proven & trusted by military forces around the world**
  
  - 800 satcom stations deployed globally
  - Armed forces around the world trust in our solutions, including France, NATO, Belgium, Malaysia, The Netherlands, Norway, Qatar, South Korea and UAE.

- **Our team of experts at your service**
  
  More than 800 experts and over 5,000 jobs in supporting industries. Together, we make sure we deliver the innovation & quality that makes you succeed your missions.

- **Unparalleled expertise in mission-critical cyber security**
  
  27 NATO country members trust in our cyber security solutions & services.

- **Expert in large system integrations**
  
  We provide an unmatched understanding of your unique challenges that delivers guaranteed results.

- **Whatever it takes**
In a fast changing world with daily emerging new threats, people around the globe rely on you to protect their security. Peacekeeping, disaster relief or high intensity combat – whatever the mission, you and your armed forces in the field must be ready to take critical decisions under intense pressure.

Stakes are high: connectivity issues during a crisis can determine the success or failure of a mission. Reliability under all, even the most unexpected circumstances, is crucial for you. That’s why, with Thales NEXIUM SAT, we offer a complete, battlefield-proven and end-to-end satcom solution uniquely tailored to your evolving challenges.

**Battlefield-Proven Satellite Communications**

When choosing the most adapted technology to support your field missions, you have to ask yourself:

- Will it allow you to deploy quickly under challenging circumstances?
- Will it be able to serve and interconnect all involved troops, whether they are naval, terrestrial or air bound?
- Can it eliminate any threats to your communications assets that might jeopardize the success of your field operations, such as outages through jamming, network disruption, malicious interception of strategic information, or inadequate equipment?

It’s battlefield-proven

- Unlike alternative market solutions, we purpose-built NEXIUM SAT based on our long-standing experience with armed forces engaged in operations.

It’s rugged

- Reliable in rough places where extreme conditions stress your infrastructure & equipment capabilities.
- Endured under the most difficult requirements, including communications requirements of the U.S. military
- Supported by Quality of Service (QoS) capabilities needed for advanced networking technologies.

It’s speed

- Ready when you are: our agile NEXIUM SAT solution, which is supported by Nexium Mission Partner, is easy and fast to deploy and achieve high-quality connections – because when you face a critical situation, every second counts.

It’s protection

- No need to compromise on performance to guarantee high degree of security: you can have both.
- Powered by our unparalleled System 21, NEXIUM SAT is designed to provide secure and resilient satellite communications across the complete theatre of operations.
- Our leading-edge technology and unique features protect your connectivity from any type of threats, such as jamming, interception and cyber-attacks.

It’s sovereign

- Our technology protects your sovereignty & independence, and information is a valuable strategic asset that should by no means fall into the wrong hands.
- Different and separated layers of security to allow for highest degree of independence.
- Security levels remain under your own supervision.

It’s speed

- Medium-throughput service for voice and data in hostile environments
- A performance and efficient OTM bearer for vehicle communication node
In a fast-changing world with daily emerging new threats, people around the globe rely on you to protect their security. Peacekeeping, disaster relief or high intensity combat – whatever the mission, you and your armed forces in the field must be ready to take critical decisions under intense pressure. For your specific requirements, satcom offers the most adapted solution, capable of covering the complete range of your theatre of operations.

When choosing the most adapted technology to support your field missions, you have to ask yourself:
- Will it allow you to deploy quickly under challenging circumstances?
- Will it be able to service and interconnect all involved troops, whether they are naval, terrestrial or air bound?
- Can it eliminate any threats to your communications assets that might jeopardize the success of your field operations, such as outages through jamming, network disruption, malicious interception of strategic information, or inadequate equipment?

It’s battlefield-proven
- Unlike alternative market solutions, we purpose-built NEXIUM SAT based on our long-standing experience with armed forces engaged in operations.
- NEXIUM SAT offers interoperable solutions for air, naval and terrestrial armed forces.
- Reliable in rough places where extreme conditions stress-test your infrastructure & equipment capabilities.
- Exposed under the most difficult requirements, including communications requirements, incl. Quality of Service (QoS) capabilities needed for advanced networking technologies.
- Ready when you are: our agile NEXIUM SAT solution, which is supported by NEXIUM Mission Partner, is easy and fast to deploy and allows for flexible and speedy connections – because when you face a critical situation, every second counts.
- No need to compromise on performance to guarantee a high degree of security – with Thales, you can have both.
- Powered by our unparalleled System 21, NEXIUM SAT is designed to provide secure and resilient satellite communications across the complete theatre of operations.
- Our leading-edge technology and unique features protect your connectivity from any type of threats, such as jamming, interferences and cyber-attacks.
- Our technology protects your sovereignty & independence: your information is a valuable strategic asset that should by no means fall into the wrong hands.
- Different and separated layers of security to allow for highest degree of independence.
- Security levels remain under your own supervision.

It’s protection
- No need to compromise on performance to guarantee a high degree of security.
- Exposed under the most difficult requirements, incl. Quality of Service (QoS) capabilities needed for advanced networking technologies.
- Ready when you are: our agile NEXIUM SAT solution, which is supported by NEXIUM Mission Partner, is easy and fast to deploy and allows for flexible and speedy connections – because when you face a critical situation, every second counts.
- No need to compromise on performance to guarantee a high degree of security – with Thales, you can have both.
-Powered by our unparalleled System 21, NEXIUM SAT is designed to provide secure and resilient satellite communications across the complete theatre of operations.
- Our leading-edge technology and unique features protect your connectivity from any type of threats, such as jamming, interferences and cyber-attacks.
- Our technology protects your sovereignty & independence: your information is a valuable strategic asset that should by no means fall into the wrong hands.
- Different and separated layers of security to allow for highest degree of independence.
- Security levels remain under your own supervision.

Reliability under all, even the most unexpected circumstances, is crucial for you. That’s why, with Thales NEXIUM SAT, we offer a complete, battlefield-proven and end-to-end satcom solution uniquely tailored to your evolving challenges.

Stakes are high: connectivity issues during a crisis can determine the success or failure of a mission.

It’s speed
- Unlike alternative market solutions, we purpose-built NEXIUM SAT based on our long-standing experience with armed forces engaged in operations.
- NEXIUM SAT offers interoperable solutions for air, naval and terrestrial armed forces.
- Reliable in rough places where extreme conditions stress-test your infrastructure & equipment capabilities.
- Exposed under the most difficult requirements, including communications requirements, incl. Quality of Service (QoS) capabilities needed for advanced networking technologies.
- Ready when you are: our agile NEXIUM SAT solution, which is supported by NEXIUM Mission Partner, is easy and fast to deploy and allows for flexible and speedy connections – because when you face a critical situation, every second counts.
- No need to compromise on performance to guarantee a high degree of security – with Thales, you can have both.
- Powered by our unparalleled System 21, NEXIUM SAT is designed to provide secure and resilient satellite communications across the complete theatre of operations.
- Our leading-edge technology and unique features protect your connectivity from any type of threats, such as jamming, interferences and cyber-attacks.
- Our technology protects your sovereignty & independence: your information is a valuable strategic asset that should by no means fall into the wrong hands.
- Different and separated layers of security to allow for highest degree of independence.
- Security levels remain under your own supervision.

It’s sovereign
- No need to compromise on performance to guarantee a high degree of security.
- Exposed under the most difficult requirements, incl. Quality of Service (QoS) capabilities needed for advanced networking technologies.
- Ready when you are: our agile NEXIUM SAT solution, which is supported by NEXIUM Mission Partner, is easy and fast to deploy and allows for flexible and speedy connections – because when you face a critical situation, every second counts.
- No need to compromise on performance to guarantee a high degree of security – with Thales, you can have both.
-Powered by our unparalleled System 21, NEXIUM SAT is designed to provide secure and resilient satellite communications across the complete theatre of operations.
- Our leading-edge technology and unique features protect your connectivity from any type of threats, such as jamming, interferences and cyber-attacks.
- Our technology protects your sovereignty & independence: your information is a valuable strategic asset that should by no means fall into the wrong hands.
- Different and separated layers of security to allow for highest degree of independence.
- Security levels remain under your own supervision.

Battlefield-Proven Satellite Communications

Airborne Solutions
- Long-distance communications for defence air platforms, including transport aircraft, UAVs and helicopters.

Homeland Satcom Infrastructure
- Single or multi-band anchor station
- Transmission and security management
- Network integrations
- Network interfaces
- Integration and installation

Naval Solutions
- Military solutions covering the complete range from conventional ships to submarines
- Solutions for critical traffic using commercial off-the-shelf equipment on large ships

Land Deployable Solutions
- On vehicle, trailer or fly-away; single- and multi-band terrestrial solutions
- Rapid and easy to deploy
- Large military terminals, on trailer or permanently fixed on theatre hubs or on multipurpose satcom rosters for large ships, helicopters
- Highly resilient lightweight solutions for the dismounted soldier

Land On-The-Move (OTM) Solutions
- Medium throughputs per service for voice and data in hostile environments
- A compact and efficient OTM bearer for vehicle communication nodes
Thales, specialized in supporting your mission-critical communications. Anytime, anywhere.

- Experience with your specific requirements
- Battlefield-proven & trusted by military forces around the world
- Skilled team of experts ready to support you
- Unparalleled expertise in mission-critical cyber security
- Expert in large system integrations
- Whatever it takes

For over 40 years, Thales designs, integrates, builds and operates defence communication infrastructures to ensure the critical missions of armed forces all over the world. Thales is a trusted partner for over 20 NATO members and more than 60 non-NATO countries, including France, the United States, South Korea, The Netherlands, Norway, Qatar, South Africa and UAE.

Our team of experts at your service
More than 800 experts and over 5,000 jobs in supporting industries. Together, we make sure we deliver the innovation & quality that makes you succeed your missions.

Experience with your specific requirements
Our state-of-the-art technology and expertise ensure that you get the best service.

For over 40 years, Thales has been designing, integrating, building and operating defence communication infrastructures to ensure the critical missions of armed forces all over the world. Thales is a trusted partner for over 20 NATO members and more than 60 non-NATO countries, including France, the United States, South Korea, The Netherlands, Norway, Qatar, South Africa and UAE.

Experience with your specific requirements
Our team of experts at your service
More than 800 experts and over 5,000 jobs in supporting industries. Together, we make sure we deliver the innovation & quality that makes you succeed your missions.

Unparalleled expertise in mission-critical cyber security
27 NATO country members trust in our cyber security solutions & services.

Expert in large system integrations
We provide an unmatched understanding of your unique challenges that delivers guaranteed results.

Whatever it takes

Find out more about our solution:
4, Avenue des Louvresses
92622 Gennevilliers Cedex
France
Tel: +33 (0)1 41 30 30 00

Visit our website for more information:
http://thls.co/YDnl30hif5H
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- Armed forces around the world trust in our solutions, including France, NATO, Belgium, Malaysia, The Netherlands, Norway, Qatar, South Korea and UAE.

Our team of experts at your service
More than 800 experts and over 5,000 jobs in supporting industries. Together, we make sure we deliver the innovation & quality that makes you succeed your missions.

Unmatched expertise in mission-critical cyber security
27 NATO country members trust in our cyber security solutions & services.

Expert in large system integrations
We provide an unmatched understanding of your unique challenges that delivers guaranteed results.

Whatever it takes